CASTROSUA GROUP WILL EXHIBIT IN BUSWORLD ITS POTENTIAL IN
THE URBAN AND INTERCITY BUS SECTORS THROUGH THE NEW CITY
AND MAGNUS.E MODELS
Santiago de Compostela, 5th October, 2015.-A Castrosua
Group delegation headed by its president, Juan Luis Castro,
will travel from the coming 16th to 21st October to the
Belgian city of Kortrijkto participate in one of the most
relevant buses and coaches sector trade fairsin Europe,
BUsworld.Within the framework of this forum, the Galician
coachbuilderwill exhibit its potential in the urban and
intercity sectors through the New City and Magnus.E models.
The New City bodywork is the Castrosua Group new commitment
for urban transport. It was introduced to the national
market in the last edition of FIAA and since then,
thesemodel units are already running in different Spanish
cities such as Vigo and Gijon. Busworld is one of the most
potent showcases of the sector; Castrosua Group will now
present the New City to Europe. It is a bodywork designed
to bring significant benefits to operators and users
because it allows to modernize and improve the urban
transport service by providing a more accessible, more
comfortable and safer model.
In this product, modernity and technology come together to
set up a bus with marked lines and an aesthetic with
character. The New City, also stands out as a model to suit
the needs of customers, with a great capacity for
customization.
Magnus.E bodywork in high floor
On the other hand, Castrosua Group will also take the
opportunity Busworld offers to strengthen its position in
the field of medium distance.Thus, in Busworld 2015,
Castrosua Group will also exhibit the Magnus.E bodywork in
high floor with Compressed Natural Gas propulsion (CNG).
Magnus.E is the Castrosua Group bodywork specially designed
for passenger transport in cities and its surroundings.
The technical work to adapt the chassis to the high floor
with CNG, developed by Castrosua Group, the pioneer in
Europe and is a clear example of dedication to service and
customer orientation of the Galician bodywork. This
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technical development has successfully passed different and
exhaustive quality controls and audits.
The Magnus.E allows passengers to improve their comfort in
their trips, by providing more convenient, comfortable and
accessible vehiclesand at the same time respectful with the
environment.
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